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hincipal's Notes

API (UK) has come of age and is
now 2l years old! On 8th June
1983" the decision was made to write
some material for English-speaking
people who were interested in the
Huber ' s  app roach  to  cha r t
interpretation.

Present were Pam Tyler and Richard
Llewellyn. Both had been studying
with Bruno and Louise Huber for
some time and were keen to share
their refreshingly realistic approach.
Pam, now the Revd, Pam Tyler with
her own parish in California, has
always retained her links with us and
the Huber Method. Richard, our
Principal Emeritus now for many
years, remains actively involved and
edits and compiles "Conjunction".
Warm thanks and deep gratitude to
them both for starting something
which has proved to be of immense
value to all who have been drawn to
the psychological approach we use.

And now "Conjunction" enters a new
phase too! The addition of colour
gives new life and vitalrty to our
newsletter, and I hope you will join
with me in wishing API (uK) and
"Conjunction" a bright and colourful
year ahead.

With good wishes to you all,
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STANDING STONES
at Calanaisn Isle of Lewis

In a serene loch side sefiing,
the site dates from about
1800 BC. It consists of a
circle of stones, the tallest
being nearly sixteen feet.
Four incomplete avenues
lead away from the centre,
forming a plan shaped like a
Celtic cross. Inside the circle are the remains of a chambered round cairn,
thought to be Neolithic, but archaeologists are undecided whether this was
built before or after the stone circle and stone rows.

Looking south along the line of the stone avenue gives the point at which the
midsummer full moon sets. Local tradition explains the presence of these stones by
saying that when giants of old who then lived on the island refused to become
Christiat St. Kieran turned them 10 stone, Another local belief of this Gaelic-
speaking communiy was that when the sm rose on midsummer morn, the 'shining

one' walked along the stone avenue, his arrival heralded by the cuckoo's call. This
could be a fernnant of the astronomical significance of the Calanais stones. JI{

BORN IN LONDON AND WANT TO FIND OUT YOUR BIRTH TIME?

The following has been sent in from Melanie Reinhart by e-mail and will hopefully
be of use to some of us.

"I write enclosing some information unearthed by a client who was looking for her
birth time. It seems there is an offrcial archive service for some London births, and
she's filed a request having been told they have her information. I didn't know about
this, so perhaps other astrologers also don't, so it might be very useful to them,"

Re: Time of Birth.
Below is the link to the archive service. However, the person wanting their
TOB needs to gain written permission from the hospital where ttrey were born to
release the data for a fee of [17.50 Hope this may help you or your clients obtain
their TOB!

www.cityollondon,gov.uk/leisure_heritage/libraries_archives_museumsgalleries/lma/

Reproduced from the Association ofProfessional Astrologers Intelnational Newsletter

(,ONGRATUI,ATIONS !
to Louise Huber who celebrated her 80th
birthday on the 10th May.
Everlthing which the English Huber School has done,
and has now become, originates with the meative
work of Bruno and Louise. On behalf of all those
associated with API (UK) we send you our very best
wishes, as well as our grateful thanks for all the
knowledge and wisdom we have received from you

Many Mote Happy Relurns, Louisel

,NN Astrological Psychology Institute (UK) rNn
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inyolved with School administration

Principal - Joyce Hopewell,
E -Mail : api.pr incipal(@ti scali. co. uk
Te l :  01565-651131

Student Administration - David Kerr
E-Mail : djmken@beeb. net
Tel: 01896-849659

Enquiries & Membership
Elly Gibbs
E-Mail : api. enquiries@btopenworld. com
Tel: 0151-6054039

Treasurer - Barbara Byatt
E-Mail : barb ar aamassey@btinternet, com
Tel: 015I-652-5243

API Books - Jeremy Cooper
E-Mail : crystalmountain@tiscali. co.uk
Tel: 01539-536420

Publicity - Maria IMaw
E-Mail : maiunaw @skoolmail. co. uk
Tel: 01625-434368

Technical Support - Barr]' Hopewell
E-Mail : Barry.Hopewell@care4free.net
Te l :  01565-651131

API Web Master - Jane Brooks
E-Mail : jane.brooks@ntlworld. com
Tel: 016I-221-2224

API Web Site -

www.api-uk.org

Conjunction Editor -
Richard Llewellyn
E-Mail: r.llewellyn@btinternet.com for
contributions to Conjunctiofl - see Page 12
Tel:  0151-606-8551

Workshop Programme and
2004 'Face to Face' Organiser
Jane Brooks
E-Mail: jane.brooks@ntlworld.com
Tel: 016I-221-2224

API Chart Data Service
E-Mail: r.llewellyn@btintemet.com
Tel:  0151-606-8551

Computer Software - Reynold Swallow
E-Mail: rfswallow@beeb,net
Tel: 01884-840513

*FACE tO FACEO' 2AO4
This year Face to Face takes
place from 24th to 27th
September. If you haven't yet
booked there is still time.

There are four modules to choose
from - Psychosynthesis, Astrology Part
1, Astrology Part 2 and Interpretation
They will all run simultaneously from
lunch on friday 24^ to lunch on
Monday 27* September 2004.

If you are a Huber student already,
your tutor will be able to advise you on
the best module to take. Non-Huber
students can contact Jane, see below,
for an information pack and booking
form. Full details are also on the
website www,api-uk.org.

Relaxlng in the Sun between sesglons - 2003

Bookings are coming in quickly (only
3 places left on Psychosynthesis) so
don't miss out. Remember a f25
deposit reserves your place and you get
a f,10 discount if you are a member of
API (UK) (membership details also on
API website).

For further details contact:
Jane Brooks,
Dale House, Kingsbridge Close,
Marple, Stockport, Cheshire SK6 6HS.

Tel:0161 2212224
jane.brooks@ntlworld

Buckland Hall

Don't Miss out on the 'Face to Face'
Experience this year!

Face to Face is the best opportunity
you will have to spend a few days in a
peaceful, idyllic setting, with fellow
astrologers putting astrology into
practice. In a friendly, supportive
atmosphere you rvill learn a lot,
whatever level you have reached in
astrology. Buckland Hall is in the
Brecon Beacons, South Wales.

The beautifully refurbished ancestral Hall
retains its original character and antique
charm in the commtrnal rooms, while the
newly decorated twin-bedded rooms with
en suite bathrooms ald tealcoffee-making
facilities provide modern comforts. There
is central heating throughout. Most
bedrooms have spectacular views of the
gardens; lake and parkland in the Usk
valley looking towards the Brecon
Beacons. There are lovely places to walk
and meditate.

.GATIIARING THE THRI,ADS'

This Interpretation Module at 'Face

to Face' is intended for all students of
Huber Astrology. [t is not just for
Diploma Holders or those reaching the
end of their Diploma Course studies.

It is intended to help any student to
deepen their understanding of chart
interpretation. If you would like further
information please phone :
Richard on 0151-606-8551
or Ghislaine on: 61908-566362

A MORAL TALE

Two caterpillars were crawling along a tree branch one
day when a butterfly flew overhead. One caterpillar
said to the other, 'You will never get me up in one of
those things.'

The moral being that some people 'go'through life and
some people 'grow' through life...
from Robert Holdens 'Shift Happens" 

,arn Hopewell
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Astrological Association of GB

6'F'ounts of Wisdom" is the theme of
this years AA Conference. It is being
held at Bath Spa University College
(the home of The Sophia Centre) from
Friday September 3rd to Sunday
September 5th 2004 . There will also be
pre and post Conference events and
workshops on Thursday 2nd September
and Monday 6th September.

Amongst the speakers are Dr. Liz
Greene and Judy Hall, Full details can
be found on the AA web site:

www, astrologicalassociation. com
or by contacting the
Astrological Association office at :-
Unit 168. Lee Valley Technopark
Tottenham Hale, London Nl7 9LN
Tel: 020 8880 4848. email:
offi ce@astrologicalassociation. com

'The Imaginal Cosmos'

The Sophia Trust are sponsoring atwo
day Conference at Kent University on
the theme of Astrology, Divinrtion
and the Sacred. The dates are Sat. 2nd
and Sun. 3rd October.

Details can be obtained from :
Dr. Angela Voss: a,voss@kent,ac.uk

SOUTH LONDON
Astrological Psychology Workshop

Sunday the llth JULY

Have you found your path?
Are you on the right trach"

The workshop, which is a one day
i n t r o d u c t i o n  t o  a s t r o l o g i c a l
psychology, will be facilitated by
Joyce Hopewell and Sue Lewis at
Sue's home which overlooks the oak
trees on the Dulwich Estate.

This workshop will start at 10.00 am and
finish at 5.00 pm and will cost f,45 which
will include your own Huber chart and
light refreshments.

This workshop will inaugurate a series
of interactive workshops which Sue
will be organising, including the
school's:

Foundation Module for Beginners
The course syllabus will be taught
experientially over four weekends
between September and December - the
first of these will be on 4tl/5th
September. Sue plans to repeat these in
the Spring of2005.

Students who complete all four
workshops will be invited to submit a
written assignment to be assessed for the
award of the
API (UK) Certificate of Proficiency.

Future plans
Sue, who was awarded her Dip.API last
year, is also planning one-day workshops
on interpretation for more advanced
students and API Diploma holders, Sue
would also like to initiate some research
projects s0, if you'd like more
information, or are interested in facilitating
with Sue, she would love to hear fiom you
at e,mail: Suelewis340@ntworld.com
or write to: 18 Knoll Court, Farquar Rd.

London SE19 lSP
orphone: 07946-600304

The APAI Day

Sue Lewis attended this event at the
Sophia Centre, Bath Spa University,
in March 2004, and writes :

"Stormy gusts battered my elder$ car as
I searched for a Centre of Astrological
Wisdom hidden behind a dairy, at the
end of a long track beyond the city of
Bath. I arrived in time for coffee, two
dynamic presentations on the theme of
the day, "Healing Our lfitzge", an
excellent buffet lunch and animated
conversation with students of cultural
Astrology. The Sophia Centre radiates an
atmosphere of enthusiastic enquiry.

Olivia Stefanino in pin stripe trouser suit
set off with a piece of striking tribal

coached us to think big, walk
tall, value ourselves and plan our
stratery, while Fiona Hayes, a Feng Shui
consultant, encouraged us to clear up the
clutter and let the energSr flow into our
homes.

By the end of the afternoon I felt truly
uplifted and determined to make
important changes. Two days later I
turned my study around and felt a tonent
of energy rush in and there was even a
f50 premium bond win in the mail, A
few days after that I had printer and
water heater problems and, as one of my
friends so aptly put it, "energy and
money flow in and out"! I still have
many lessons to learnl Fiona has worked
with aMaster.

The APAI (Association of Professional
As t ro logers  has  now become
International) Day was brilliantly
conceived by Peta High and superbly
managed by Robyn Ray. The talks were
informative and confidence boosting and
the message was clear. Don't
underestimate yourself, Take pride in
what you do, ask for a proper fee and
join your professional association. "

If you want to find out more about APAI get on
their web site: professionalastrologers.org

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

LOUISE HUI}ER HONQUREI)

During the World Congress in Basle, Switzerland, at Easter tbis
year, Yercna Bachmam, Ueli Sauter and Claude Weiss made a
pfesentation to Louise to honour the work tlnt she and Bruno did to
initiate the first World Coneresses in 1981. without which thev

would nwer have become an ongoing event. There were 500 people in the big hall
and Louise said she was overwhelmed by the wonderfrrl ovation she received,
especially when it was mentioned that she would be 80 years old this yearl Thiis
was a very moving occasion for her and she says she had to fight back the tears so
that she could drive home safely, but very happy!

Well dane, Lauise. You deserved this!
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Fancy an qutumn breah on an
island in the Sun?

lf If we're learning or
t ,l working with astrology it's
I  f  ^ r , , , ^ . , .  .  ^^nn iAaa r^I ' always a good idea to

, lbroaden our esoteric
' thorizons as much as

possible. Tarot is, like astrology,
another art fonrL full of symbolism,
which has developed over the
millennia. So, if you've ever thought
you'd like to learn more about it, now is
an opportunity.

The Company of Astrologers (COA) are
holding two Tarot workshops on the
Greek Island of Lefl<ada during October.
Facilitator is Joarma Watters, author of
'Tarot 

for Today', and classes are held
outside on a large vine covered terrace, a
stone's throw from the beach, Dates are
4th-10th Oct. and 18th-24th October,

If you want more information you can
e-mail Joanna in Ctreece at'.

joannaw@otenet.gr

Web site: www.stardrum.com



A WOMAI{ WITH I}IRECTION by Be atrix Br au km iiller

Best wishes to Louise Huber
on her 80th Birthdcty

Now, at the age of 80, she can
stand on a summit and look
back over her life. And she can
be truly proud of what she can
see in her life's landscape - a
blossoming, fn itful field, the
As t ro log ica l  Psycho logy
Institute, API for short,

The API Centre, Adliswil, Switzerland

Together with her soul partner
Bruno Huber, Louise Huber has
since the 1960's built it up and led
it to irternational success. It has
not always come easily to the
security-loving Taurean Louise to
exchange a familiar and secure
meadow for unknown terrain, to
work from an uncertain foundation
and to take on the function of
leader on a material level. She has
been helped in that by being
conscious of having a task, her
own capability, by pursuing a goal
instantly recognised as right, and
her marked talent for organisation.

After the Second World War
Louise experienced fundamental
insights irrto the meaning of life
and the essence of human beings.
As everS,thing was literally razed
to the ground, she took it as her
cause to become involved with
spiritual themes. In Stuttgart
Louise had the opportunity to hear
lectures with a spiritual content
almost daily and through that got
to know about astrology and the
Arcane School of Alice Bailey.

Fascinated, she absorbed the new
knowledge and realisations,
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learned, read and discussed, although
her knowledge still lacked structure.
She acquired this through Bruno
Huber, whom she got to know at the
beginning of the 1950's. His keen
understanding made it possible for
him to make distinctions and let
Louise put her wealth of esoteric
knowledge into order.

For three years she and Bruno
attended the Arcane School in
Geneva and both went through the
Alice Bailey instruction in esoteric
psychology. The years of learning
and travel took Louise and Bruno
from Ztirich via Geneva to Florence
and back to Zirich. In Geneva they
helped with the building up of the
third main centre of the Arcane
School, in Florence they assisted
Roberto Assagioli with the writing of
his book Psychosynthests. Principles,
methods, techniques.

Although this period was very
exciting spiritually, the uncertain
material situation caused Louise some
sleepless nights, while Bruno, as a
Sagittarian, remained optimistic.
However, in Florence the subject of
their own path of service crystallised
for Louise and Bruno, for Bruno
could teach well and liked giving
lectures. With the enquiry if they
could possibly give instruction in
astrology, the foundation stone ofthe
Astrological Psychology Institute was
laid. Louise oversaw the organisation
and Bruno gave himself over entirely
to his creative work.

Louise Huber has certainly fulfilled
her life's goal. She has enriched and
inspired many people through her
work in API, and touched and
transformed even more. She has been
granted something that does not come
to everyone, the certatnty that her
work is useful to others and is
gratefully recognised by them. .

We wish her the leisure to look
back  on  a  success fu l
accomplishment.

BeatrixBraakmiiller - Switzerland

APr (UK) ON ArR!
By Joyce Hopewell

Gather together a homeopath, a
mum, a lay preacher, a gtandma, a
lawyer and a local radio producer.
Add a couple of teachers and a
kinesiologist. What do they all have
in common?

Simple! An interest in astrological
psychology and a strong wish to find out
more. This mix from different walks of
life is tlpical of the kind of people who
are drawn to API (lJK) courses and
workshops, and on a chilly day in early
Apri l  they met together in
Macclesfield's Heritage Centre to do
just that.

The workshop - "Where are you now
andwheye are you going?" - offered an
overview of the Huber approach, and
featured a closer look at child-parent
relationships and Age Progression.
There was a lot of hands-on working
with participant's charts so that
everyone had the opportunity to apply
what they were learning directly to their
own chart and set it within the context of
their life experience.

The local radio producer from BBC
Radio Stoke was there for her own
interest - she'd long been fascinated by
astrology and wanted to know more. As
a producer, she'd been enthused by
Joyce Hopewell, Radio Stoke's resident
astrologer. As well as being equipped
with her own chart, she'd brought along
a small tape recorder which she used to
capture some of the lively participatory
atmosphere of the workshop, and to
record short interviews with the
participants. She had asked if she could
do this in order to make a feature item
for her mid- afternoon show, publicising
the courses and workshops we offer, and
giving API (UK) its launch on to the
airwaves in late Aprill

For the pafiicipants it was a day packed
full of insights and experiential work.
For facilitators Maria Maw and Joyce
Hopewell it was a pleasure to be
working with a group of interested and
enthusiastic people. One of them was
celebrating his 40th birthday, so at the
end of the day the group sang "Happy
Birthday", with a grateful eye on the
BBC tape recorder, which was turned
off at the time!



Reflections on
the inception,
gestation and
birth of the
English Iluber
School!

By RicharilLlewellyn

Eadier this year I decided it was time to
retire from API 'front line activities' so,
although I continue to run the API chart
data service and, for the present, edit
Conjunctiorr, I no longer have any active
role on Council, Having been involved
with the school since 1983, 2l years, I
found myself looking back at where it all
started and began wondering whether
this might be of interest to others.

Way back in 1975I had sold a printing
business I was nrnning in Oxfordshire
and a year later moved to Devon with the
intention of doing something completely
different, though I had no idea what!
Nothing presented itself and I found
myself starting another printing
business! Not at all what was intended.
In 1978 I had consulted an industrial
psychologist in the hope of making
better choices when it came to
appointing staff. He was not very helpful
and, having recently read Derek and
Julia Parker's wonderfirlly illustrated
intloduction to the world of astrology, I
decided to attend an evening ashology
class in Plymouth. I was very sceptical
but was curious and willing to see if this
offered any more clues.

The classes were run by Clive Young, a
wonderfirl teacher who had just uken
over the Mayo School of Astrology from
Jeff Mayo who had decided to retire. I
became hookedl I decided to learn rnore
and became a student of the lUayo school
with Clive as my tutor. I worked my way
through the course but sadly, whilst still
in his 40's Clive died from a heat attack.
A reply to one of my assignments was
still on his desk. He was greatly missed.

Jackie Hudson, a senior tutor with the
school took on the job of running the
school for Clive's widow, Ndario4 until
she eventually took over the school
altogether - which she still runs. For me,
leaming lvlayo astrology was like being
in a dark tururel for most of the time but
eventually there was light at the end and
I got my Diploma in 1981 and became a
tutor with the school. but it was at this
time that my disillusionment with
astrology set in. The ftaditional astrology

I had learned seemed rigid,
unimaginative and out of date and I was
wondering whether to give up astrology
altogether,

Around this time, with my AP conjunct
the MC many other things were
happening, The BBC approached my
company and asked whether we would
take part in an investigative programme
into Transcendental Meditation. They
were curious to see what effects it
would have on company profits. Other
companies had declined but we decided
to say Yes. So myself and about 7 other
employees spent some weeks being
tauglrt TM wentually being initiated
with our Mantras, all the while being
filmed,

The progtamme, 'Brass Tacks' was
duly broadcast and started with an
edited version of our experience and
ending with a live session with us in our
place of work and a very hostile bunch
of clerics and similar disbelievers, full
of ryiticism in some far off studio. Not
an easy experience as we were
unprepared for the reaction to, what for
us, was anarnztngnew way of living a
less stressfirl life.

Anyway, I recount this because up to
that moment in my life I had never
come across words like 'conscious

awareness' and the many other
mysterie$ relating to states of
consciousness and spiritualiff. My life
had been spent running a business. So
all this was an eye-opener for me and it
was this which really set me off on my
journey of self-discovery - albeit a
rather long one as everything outside of
work and play was new to me. As these
things happen sometimes, those people
in my printing business who had been
initiated into TM, and were practicing it
regularly, all went through a major
change of life direction and within 6
months all had left to follow other
paths.

I too, experienced itchy feet and
eventually ananged a merger with
another company and found myself
without a job! Having paid my dues to
the government for all the years of my
life I sigrred on at the unemployment
benefit office, The staff were
sympathetic but felt it was unlikely that
they would be able to find me a job as
an astrologer, or even MD of a printing
Company - not that I wanted one.

Having decided tlut I didn't like the
rather boring way in which astrology
was being taught I thought I could dream
up a better way using audio recordings.
So, I embarked upon the task of writing
scripts which would talk students
tfuough the intricacies of oalculating
planetary positions, etc., set up a small
recording studio, auditioned voices to
act out the various parts, and we got
started!

As it happens it was at that moment in
time that I met with an American
astologer, Pam Tyler,. who was
practicing in London. Pam was bursting
with enthusiasm about a new approach to
astrology she'd been introduced to and I
invited her to Devon to give a weekend
workshop to the Plymouth astrology
group, Pam had just retumed from the
first ever seminar glen by Bruno and
Louise Huber in English - and that
weekend was another of those life
changing moments, and not just for me!

Like so many other people who
encounter the Hubers' psychological
approach for the first time, I was
captivated, so Pam encouraged my wife,
Alice, and myself to go to Switzerland in
the next year, 1982, when Bruno and
Louise would be nuning another 5 day
workshop in Engtsh in a place in the
mountains called Samen. We went, and
what a fabulous experience, Not only
meeting Bnrno and Louise themselv€s,
but being intoduced to what they were
teaching. Suddenly astrology came to
life and had meaning,

Pam was a very experienced astrologer,
which I wasn't, but when we returned to
England I said to Pam that we must find
a way of making known to other English
astrologers what the Huber's were
teaching, After many telephone talks
about the idea we eventually met in pub
in Knightsbridge, not far from where
Pam was living. Il was there, on the 8th
June 1983, tlnt we put togeth€r an
outline of the content of the teaching
material we would write, and decided to
sfirt a school teaching only the Hubers'
approach.

One thing we decided at tlrat meeting,
which has been an important patt of the
way in which we teaclL was the idea that
Diploma students would work on their
own chart, as well as that of a friend and
their tutor. This has worked well and as
far as I know is still unique to the Huber
School.

Concluded on Page 6
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RelTections on the H ub er Sehool Continued from Pag e 5

Shortly after that Pam went back to
America having been accepted to study
for a Law Degree in Florida. She went on
lo become Assistant State Attorney in
Miami. Anyway, I was left holding the
baby, so to speak, so I setiled down to
start writing 'teaching material' which I
did over the next 18 months or so, whilst
my AP was in Intercepted Gemini!

During this time I returned to Adliswil on
a number of occasions to build uP a
deeper understanding of Bruno and
Louise's psychological approach, and I
also began to put together ideas which
would become the structure of the
school. In September 1983, on the wa,v
back from an AA Conference in York,
where Bruno &" Louise had been
speaking, we stopped off for the night at
a pub in Bedfordshire where we reached
an agreement which would allow me to
run the school as an autonomous offshoot
of API, Switzerland.

My task of writing the Manuals, the
content of rvhich still remains basicall-v
the same to-day, was helped enormously
b-v a group of enthusiasts who lived near
us in Devon. These included Alice, Joan
&. Reyn Swallow. Brian Vickery,
Suzanne Deuter, Marcus Mason and Val
Burnham, the latter spending much trme
correcting my spellingl I think we
ernolled our first student the following

-vear in 1984 at around the same time as
Bruno and Louise came to a very well
attended seminar I had arranged for them
at Dartington in Devon. And all the
work I put in to writing scripts for audio
tapes wasn't wasted - these scripts
became the basis of the existing
Foundation courses which were
introduced a year or so laterl And that's
how the school came into existence! And
in one sense, of course, this was just the
beginning! 

nilrtqr(! r,!.eilelt,r

STTID ENT E-MAI L N !]TWORK

For the last few years this has been
run by Colin Wilton but, because the
new API website norv contains an
Online Forum for the exchange of
ideas, etc., it has been decided to
discontinue the e-mail network.

www.api-uk.org

Many thanks to Colin for all his hafi in
creating the e-mqil nebuork work and
keeping it running.
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ABSOLUTN BUNKTTN,I!

"It's absolute bunkum". A pleasant
after-dinner conversation suddenly
lurched into absolute certainty. Ihad
mentioned astrological psychology and
suddenly found myself being patronised
by an all-knowing comPanion who
dismissed my arguments without really
listening. An arlicle by eminent scientist
Richard Feynman had apparently settled
the question. Astrology was bunkum.

We agreed to differ. I suggested that
Feynmal's conclusion depended on his
probably materialistic premises. My
friend was convinced that he was right,
and no rational person who had read the
wisdom of Feynman could think
otherwise.

It was a college reunion dirurer and we
parted amicably enough. But I was left
with a niggling need to clariff and
sharpen my thinking, so that next
trme.. .

It had been a salutary experience. The
300 men from my college daYs of
nearly 40 years ago looked much older,
but some hardly seemed to have
changed at all. Conversations turned
from u'hat 1'ou had done to what you
currently do. Inevitably, astrological
psychology came uP several times,
being generally met with polite interest
or curiosiry, apart from my bunkum
friend.

It later struck me that he presented a
minor of a significant part of my
university environment all those years
ago. Those attitudes could have been
r n i n e .  T h e  c e r t a i n t y .  T h e
incomprehensibility of such things as
astrology in the rnaterialistic model.
The willingness to quote the words of
some 'authority' who had thought,
spoken and saved me the trouble of
working it out for myself.

So why is he wrong? How is it Possible
for constellations and planets to have a
significant effect on things on earth
when their gravitational influence is
incredibly small?

The obl'ious answer is that today's
science h:rs simply not yet conceived of
the true complexity of the universe. Its
complicated mathematical models
describe the material world well. But
this does not mean we should accept the
premise tlrat that all there is.

Today's science does not get near to

By BarrY IIoPeweA

understanding many well-testified
phenomena, such as out-of-body
experiences, near-death-experiences,
spiritual experiences, telepathy, psychic
phenomena,... and astrology. But
Quantum Theory does give tantalising
indications that such phenomena may
not, after all, be incomPatible with
physics.

Science cannot even explain our owl
consciousness and personal experienc*
because ofits objective bias. So it carurot
really get to grips with the subjective
realms that can be addressed b)'
asuologv. and its modern stablemate
ps-vchology.

Philosopher Ken Wilber's four quadrant
model, used in his mar;v books such as;l
Theory of Everything, gives a simple
way of looking at this.

Ken Wilber's four qundrant model

The left hand column represents
subjective realms, the right hand
objective. The upper row represents the
individual, and the lower the collective,
Observant readers will recognise the
correspondence with the four quadrants
of the birth chart!

Objective science is good at the right
hand quadrants, but carmot handle the
personal subjective (top left), or the
cultural (bottom left). It is good on
objective 'quanttfv', but cannot handle
the more subjective 'quality'. So it cannot
handle the firsl two of Plato's three
divine aspects: the Beautiful, the Good
and the True.

My bunkum friend sits firmly in a rign-t
hemisphere perspective, convinced of his
certainqv. I try to take an all-quadrant
viewpoint and explain to him that his
belief that astrology is bunkum has been
culturally conditioned (Lower Left
Quadrani), just as have religions, and has
the belief that astrology is not bunkum.
Objectivity is a limiting frame of
reference!

I searched the web for 'Richard Feynman
on astrology'. Much referenced is a

Concluded on Page 7
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famous article on Cargo Cult Science.
This shows what an excellent scientist
Feynman was, with an exemplary
commitment to absolute integity,
honesty and openness in the scientific
method - a right hemisphere comrnitment
to Truth.

Feynman refers in this article to the
"inapplicability of the scientific method"
to subjects such as astrology, which I
think for him nreant that they are not
worth spending time on. Elsewhere he is
more extreme. Referring to 'astological

influences', he says "if it were true...
then physics theory would be proved
wrong, because there is no mechanism
understandable in principle from the
behaviour of particles which would make
this work." An explicit rnaterialistic
statement!

Some scientists operating in the right
hemisphere do actually produce evidence
that supports astology - for example the
weak correlations reported in the
statistical studies of the Gauqelins and
Gunter Sachs, Wilber would perhaps
describe these as right hemisphere
effects reflecting left hemisphere
phenomena. Yes, this helps the debate,
but it is not'proof thal astrology works!

The true test of astrology is whetlter it
actually works in practice. I suggest that
it is not possible to know whether this is
the case unless you have actually studied
it and tried it for yourself. Those of us
who have done so have found that it does
indeed appear to work, but in an
influencing and indicative way, not in a
deterministic way.

What we can take from Feynman is not
his opinions, but his personal qualities -
his exemplary commitment to absolute
integrity, honesfy and openness in
science - which is required also in our
application of astrological psychology.

Sadly, encouraged by Feynrnan's
opinions, my friend seems sfirck in a
r igh t  hemisphere  perspec t ive ,
comprehending only an impoverished
view of the richness of our universe.

And frankly, the view that astrology is
not valid because some eminent scientist
said so is... absolutebunkum.

Author's Footnote
In this short mticle I wn not able to give
nwre than onefacet of the oryuilrent flgoir,st
'bunkum mentality' und motefidistn
ll/ilber's &ensive works arc a fich source
of ideas, bul bewarc thd he is often not
complimenlary to wtrologt ilself!

SATURN - My Strongest Ego Planet

Saturn. in the
Cardinal area flfter
the AC" sits at the
entrance of my
chart md is the
strongest of my

personality planets.

I have always been aware of
Saturn's influence in my life,
mainly as a restrictive energy and
also as a taskmaster. Over the years
I have leamt to befriend Saturn and
to acknowledge and recognise its
positive role in my life. I recognise
that it helps me stand firm and face
up to challenges of all sorts when
other parts of me would rather run
awaY and hide.

by Ghlslaine Adams

deep level. I was surprised to find out
that my body needs movement: not
systematic movement like in fitness
training but a much more regular,
natural, organic movement that comes
from within and finds expression through
the whole body gently bending
stretching, tuning into itself like a small
willow tree responding to the wind, I had
a beautiful image of a mobile that gently
moves in response to the slightest breath
of air.

It felt very true and wonderfuln like a
deep connectlon with something that I
always knew but had totally forgotten:
my relationship with my bodyo my
doing self, my physical expression.

Being thus in the body was a totally new
experience for me, quite wonderfirl, very

fluid, like a ballet
dancer. I felt that my
body was definitely
expressing feelings
and showing me how
it could be a resource
for nry emotional
self to grve it
physical expression
in a positive uay,

It also could gve
physioal expression
to my rnental self
and its frustrations
and agitation.

I know that at times
my physical self has
felt like a victim,
unable to function
and totally exhausted
bv rnY mind's

demands on time and attention and m)'
feelings' needs for re-assurance. I feel
now that my Body, Satutn, truly holds
the solution to the mind-emotion
dilenrma,

Through gentle movement it can relieve
the build-up of tension inherent in the
other two. Through movement, my body
can also express its oryn wisdom that
will slow the Mind down and quieten the
Emotions. Overall it can provide the
stabilising influence tlnt both the
F,motions and the Mind need to feel sarfe
to explore the environment.

This is Saturn's gift.

The process has been slow and painful
at times but like the archetypal goat I
have progressed up the mountainside
and gained strength and confidence on
the way, However, whilst I learn*t to
accommodate Saturn in rny dav-to-day
life by looking after my health and
taking care over my physical
appearance, I still did not know what its
gift to me was.

Recently I did the Identification
exercise that is a key practice in
Psychosynthesis, This consists of
identiffing with each of the three
personality aspects (body, feelings,
mind) and corurecting with each at a
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SEDI\A - NEW PLANE'I'?

N e w s  w a $
,, '1,1:, . ' ; :y;1i . ; r1i ' , ' ,  Ann0unced in

'li March of the
, ",t 

discovery of a new

orbit of Pluto.

The astronomers who discovered it

have been very cagey about its
prec ise  c lass i f i ca t ion .  NASA

appeared to endorse its status as a
planet, but scientists are questioning

this. Described in the press as "a lump
of icy rock the size of a EuroPean
count ry  (SPa in?  Luxembourg?
AndorraT No indication of which is
given!) with a wildly eccentric orbit
that takes 10,500 years to complete"
the mind begins to boggle at the idea
of what a Sedna transit might be
cooked up to indicate!

Sedna is mind'numbingly far from the
Sun, and is smaller than the Moon,
Mercury or Pluto, but it ls spherical. This
is why astronomers are classiffing it as a
planet - but it could be an asteroid, many
of which are also spherical. The simple
answer is, no-one really knows if it is a
planet or not and the chances of it being
of astrological significance are probably
about as remote as its distance from the
Sun. However, the name it has been
given - Sedna - is interesting.

The as yet unclassified object has
provisionally been named Sedna after the
Inuit goddess who created the sea
creatures in the Arctic. In her angry
moments she drums up storms and rough
seas, and the Inuit fishermen who live
off the bounty of the sea are mindful to
appease her powerfirl force.

Sedna is a deformed creation goddess
who lives in the Inuit underworld. Her
father threw her over the edge of his
kayak because she was not dutiful,
having run off witb in one version of the
story, a dog-rnan, and in another, a
raven. Sedna's father chopped off her
hands; her fingers and limbs sank to the
bottom of the sea where they became the
fish, seals, whales and other life forms
that sustain the Inuit. What was left of
Sedna sank to the bottom of the sea
where her long hair is combed bY
visiting shamans who sing to her and beg
her to heal the soul or body of a person
above. She is regarded as the great
northern gate of Life and Death.

API (UK) Newsletter No. 36 Page 8

It's a geat story - but what about the
so-called planet? With an estimated
orbit of the Sun of 10,500 Years set
alongside Pluto's 248 years, the term
"remote viewing" comes to mind!
When the validitY of a newlY
discovered planet is established, there is
a  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  r a i s i n g  o f
consciousness. It is not suggested that
we should be expecting an1'thing of this
nature to happen, especially as Sedna is
more likely to be an asteroid. And the
name itself.2 Well, Sedna rhymes with
Edna, and it spells Andes backwards!

.t't-r E DY NAlVllc QUA DRANTS
Barry Hopewvll reviewt the new API(UK)
booklct.

This welcome booklet brings Bruno and
Louise Huber's teaching on the
Dynamic Quadrants into an English
language publication for the first time.

Llthat arc Dynamic Quadtants?
Most readers will be familiar with the
division of the natal chart into the
twelve Houses and the four Quadrants
between the cusps of the Cardirnl
houses L,4,7, and 10. As covered in
API(UK) Foundation and DiPloma
Courses. tltis 'static' House system can
be related to the conditions and
circumstances of different areas of our
lives.

Diploma Course students will also be
aware of the dynamic energy curve in
each of the Houses, with energy output
into the world peaking at the house
cusp, well balanced at the Balance Point
(BP), more inward-focused at the Low
Point (LP), with subsequent 'stress

area' coming uP to the next cusP.
Looked at from the 'dynamic' view of
the grorvth processes of the individual
and Age Progression, a House is found
to psychologically begin at the Low
Point of the preceding House e.g' the
12e House begins psychologically at
L P l I .

In a similar way, related to $owth
processes, the four Quadrants are
found to begin psychologically at the
'Low Point' of the preceding static

Quadrant, which conesponds with the
a

Low Points of the fixed Houses. So 
-'.l

Dynamic Quadrant 1 runs from LPll I

to LPz, and is concerned with o
development of the ego personality;
Dynamic Quadrant 2 runs from LPZ to'
LP5 and is concerned with our

integration wiflr the collective, and so
on.

Why are Dynamic Quadrants useful?
The Dynamic Quadrants nrrn out to be
incredibly meaningful. The sequence
within each Quadrant from mutable to
cardinal to fixed dYnamic Houses
follows the 'natural' process by which
thought initiates, energy follows and
form is established - the esoteric law of
creation.

Breaking down each of the dYnamic
Houses into the tlree stages 'LP to
cuspo, 'cusp to BP' and 'BP to LP' gives
a total ofnine stages in the unfolding of
this process in each Dynamic Quadrant.
Positioning of the planets in this generic
sequence shows the tools that the
individual has to enable them to achieve
that particular stage of any creative
process.

Remarkably, the sequence of planetary
activity so revealed reflects the
automatic learned reflex behaviours of
the individual in all the small and large
behaviours of everyday life - until they
have begun, by self observation, to
become aware of them, thus gaining the
power to transcend them on the spiritual
journey back to the centre ofthe chart.

Wow! This seems really significant.
How can you wait to get Your hands on
this powerful tool to try it out on your
own chart?! It seems to make sense with
mine!

As well as fully explaining all this, the
booklet includes examples and covers
applications such as partners 'filling in'
each other's 'gaps' and the building of
teams in organisations.

What about the booHet?

The 25 page booklet is excellentlY
produced to the usual standards of API
(UK) Book Shop. T\is is a translation
from German bY tutor David Kerr, of
part of Bruno and Louise Huber's book
Transformationen It is soundlY
researched, well illustrated, clear,
authoritative and higtrly recornmended.
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In ilre last couple of years I have been
reading extensively the books by Alice
Bailey, but only recently I found out that
Roberto Assagioli was part of the fucane
School and Psychosynthesis belonged to
that stream. It was actually by realizing
the connection between the Hubers,
Assagioli and Alice Bailey that I was
convinced to take up this course. A11 the
books by Roberto Assagioli are out of
print but I managed to find two; so the
concept of"sub-personalities" is not new
to me, but I haven't done any
work with it, I have to say that I

always been very interested in esoteric
teaching of old and modern times,
finding in its consistenry and contiruity
a great source of reassurance, All this I
relate to my Saturn in Scorpio in the
third house. I should think that
altogether ttrese traits give form to a
sort  of  "eternal student" sub-
personality, where the need is for truth
ald one-sided want is for intellectual
learning.

Manuela is a Diploma Course Student

THB LANGUAGE OF
ASTROI,OGY IN PERSONAL

GROWTH
IIY KuthY Ohlhwtr

Then he raised his head and looked up
At the moon utd stars above'
"Ile all can dance," he said,
"When we find music that we love "'

'Grafles Can't Dance' Giles Andreae

In astrology's symbols lie a language
that can speak to us 0n many levels,
allowing us to describe and understand
the world and our place within it. In
contrast to other spoken languages, the
syrnbols offer new ways of looking at
things and contain the magic within
them to enable insights and deePer
understanding that leads to a reverence
for life and all it contains,

In 'Practicing The Cosmic Art'
Stephen Arroyo describes astrology as
"a universal language of energy" and
by leaming this language we open
ourselves up to a ProfoundlY
fiansforrnative way of looking at and
interpreting the world. Louise Huber
says that studying astrology is to "dive
deep into the realm of Pictures"
allowing the symbols to sPeak to us
from a distinctive place within our
psyches.

Having learnt the language however, it
is diffrcult, if not impossible, to put it to
one side and it becomes a huge influence
on the way we live our lives.

'Know that as you learn, You will
be required to aPPIY what You
have learned and to share this
wisely. So be quite certain this is
sonething that You wish ta
commit yourself to because it will
change your life and the rYaY You
approach life and the verY
mystery of Spirit itself, It has to
be lived to be understood.'

(Jungian Symbolisrn In Astrologt,
Alice O. Hovvell)

Astrology is there in the very fabric of
life and, as we go about our business, it
is important to look at the
correspondences around us, from a
raindrop causing waves of energy to
flow outwards through a puddle as our
irurer core energises our natal chatts, or
catching our reflection in a mirror and,
not recognising ourselves in the
moment. stopping to wonder aboul the
reflective properties of the moon.

pain is felt only when intimate l.ry
ielationships, or tlt lack of them, expose ] I Mv P:T1t9:-:{
our inability to be spontaneous 

-and 
ll PERSONAL GROWTH and

honest. Even so we desperarely seem to lj SPIRITIIAL DEVELOPMENT
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sense of identitv Ho* ffiffil,ll I i F#'",uffi;,'fftlJT:l't'L:i:
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Facilitating the discernment of meanins
is perhaps a particular gift of astrology'i
symbols, To quote Alice Howell agair\
"a symbol mediates between leveG of
consciousness". Astrology becomes a
shorthand and a framework through
which to describe and interpret our
experiences in life and it can help us to
find meaning in the difficulties and
challenges we face. Through working
with this symbolic language *e becomi
open to images that offer meanine
synchronous with our realitv andl
furthermore, a richness of text ttrat stavi
alive and meaningful as time continues
to move otr, life circumstances and
experiences change, understanding
deepens and knowledge and wisdori
accrue. As we realise personal and
spiritual grollth, astrology,s language
isn't diminished but rather it is enichJO
and continues to offer new doorwavs
into hitherto unerplored temtories,

Thus astrology sits at the interface ofthe
inner and outer worlds. paracelsus said
"from the external we learn to know the
intemal ... what is below is like that
which is above. What is above is like
what is below". Astrology therefore
offers us the gift of developing self-
awareness and self-understanding,
becoming a guiding hand to those whi
want to 'find' themselves, seek meaning
in their lives or, at one level, to answei
the question 'why am I here?,. It can be
a tool for recognising our talents, for
understanding those areas where we
might need to work harder to dwelop a
latent potential and for opening up
possibilities. Thus astrology asks us to
make choices and to take responsibility
for our lives and the way we lir,,e them.

In 'Astrology And Spiritual Awakening'
Greg Bogart comments ..astrolofr
enables us to reflect on the meanins or
hidden intention of what is occurrin-s in
our lives" and it can enroorug. oJ to
think about the direction we are takins
and can empower us in a lifetime oi
perpetual unfoldment. As we studv
astrology our sense of the outer worli
and of the meaning in our inner world
come together to offer us an opportunity
for growth, As we deveiop -o."
understanding of ourselves we can
become masters of ourselves, having
grealer free choice and free will.

Astrology is inextricably linked to time

and can help us understand the energies
at work in the present moment. Tliese
energies may be seeking to bring to our
awareness outdated habits and reactions
and asking us to make conscious
changes towards a more positive and
creative future, perhaps one that is
better aligned with our spiritual
purpose. To quote Greg Boga(:, ,,an
approach to astrology that views the
planets as symbols of the complex but
intelligent pattern of evolution in which
we are all participants,, may help us in
self-transcendence and spiritual
awakening, However gfowh may not
progess in a linear fashion towards
spiritual enliglrtenment. As Ingrid Lind
explains in'Astrologically Speaking,
"we are free ... to make our life inio
something more tlnn an automatism.
into an ascending, or indeed ;
descending, spiral  [as] 1he
opportunities that the birth_chart
indicates are offered again and again
during the life".

In addition to helping us perceive wider
meanings that are not self-evident in our
experiences, "astrological study allorvs
our consciousness to expand to
s imu l taneous ly  encompass  the
beginning, middle and end of an entire
personal,  cul tural  or histor ical
cycle" (Greg Bogart). Growth towards
self-awareness can be a journey towards
wholeness. Self-integration becomes a
process of healing that whilst self-
empowering can also $eate a paradox
as we feel closer to spiritual
understanding and merging ourselr,es
with a wider reality wheie the eso
ceases to have meaning and we becorie
an instrument of the divine will. This
connection to a greater dimension of
awareness, howerrer, is not some trivial
or light-hearted exercise and thus the
natal r.}:rart becomes a sacred space,
deserving of respect and the 
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greatest ofcare.

In addition Jeff Jawer asks us to
remember that each time we say .,I am
sun sign Sagittarius'' we limit our
possibi l i t ies to that archetype.
Additionally he comments that the
ephemeris is "the most rigid doctrine
you will ever read" based on and bound
by time. Although the natal chart offers
us so much, we should guard against
turning it into a constraint.

Thus the circle at the centre of a Huber
chart always remains an empf space

and as Louise Huber explains this
"respects a private area where astrolosv
stops". Even though astrology offeis
opportunitres and stands on the threshold
of gro*th, if we are to continue to learn
aslrclog)' demands that we conlinue to
question, and growth is not without
accountability and responsibility t0
ourselves, to others and to the collective
unconscious.

1r * area of study astrology doesn,t
limit itself to fact-gathering and analysis.
It encourages inspired ."ason"
experiential learning, broad vision and
the development of links between the
rational and the inhritive. It encourages
us to think creatively and can influence
how we think, not just increasing how
many facts we know. Thus astrology
humbles us as it empowers us. As wi
leam its tenets we can recognise it as r
subject to which all our life experiences
can be brought and against wfuch thel
can be reassessed and questioned. Gres
Bogart describes astrology as a majoi
tool in the "reinterpretation of oul
personal biographies". Astrology offers
q ql challenges of understanding and
of self-directed growth possible through
learning and making conscious choices]

Jung commented that if a discipline such
as astrology emerges from the collective
psyche it is worth examining. Howevel
its role in humankind's evolution gives
the astrologer a responsibilrty to carry
out astrological work in such a way that
it will conrribute positively to the
collective psyche an4 through the
astrologer's own personal growth, to the
evolution and growth of humanity. Dane
Rudhyar was clear that for astrologers,'oyours is the moral and ,utt*j
responsibility to practice astrology fol
man's sake, not for astrology's sake _ or
for self-aggrand izement' .

The quotes from Loaise Huber and Jeff
Jytelye taken from lectures they gave't
the Woild.Congress Astrolngt 

- 
ZdOO in

Lucerne, Switzeilqnd

Kathy can be contacted on:
kathy. ol d h a m@nttworld. com

Kathy Oldham is an
API Dlploma student

Nots:
I chote the Unte 6
the beginning of thit
e s s a y  b e c a u s c
astrologt has turnel
out to be the music
(and therefore tht

Inngnage) thfi I love
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STUDENT NETWORK

Yvonne Burnett, 36 Mame Avenue, Welling, Kent DAl6 2WY
Andrew Callen,?4 Derby Street, Edgely, Stockport, Cheshire SK3 9lIF
Donnie Ftranison. 5 Wells Close, Wiltshire SP4 8LY
Lorraine Geoghagen, 20 Cavalier Close, Midhurst, W. Sussex GU29 9QW
Kay Padley, 'Beackay', 41 Chartfield Avenue, Winterport, Chesterfield S42 6SR
Meri Rose, Tower Hse, Cottishall Rd., Buxton Norwich, Norfolk NR10 5HB
Jennifer Solomon, 26 St. Francis House, Bridgeway Street, London NWI lQT
Joharure Tilly, 16 Mitchell Drive, Milburn Park, N. Seaton, Ashington NE63 9JT

Ingunn Lode, Hillev6gsveien 43, 4016 Stavanger, NORWAY
Nicole Samuels, P.O.B. 35199, Jerusalem, ISRAEL
Norun Sanderson, Sarpsborggata 16,4,0468 Oslo, NORWAY

,%,nwegdry
Congratulations to the following students
who have successfully completed

Modular Foundation Course'B':
Moi-Khoi Merringlon (Spain) Ilrith Credit
Brenda Bolton

Modular Foundation Course'Io:

Barbara Palliser With Credit

APr (UK) WEBSTTE
lYvvw.api-uk.org
Plenfy of School News and

information.
PLUS the Online Forum for

students to communicate
and exchange views
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API CHART DATA SERIICE
We are now working with the new
MegaStar programme and can provide a
comprehensive range of data and charts,

These include 'Click' and 'Integration' chafis,
Dynamic Quadrants, Transits and
Progressions, Personal Rays, Relationship

Charts, Place Charts, etc., in addition to all the usual Natal, House and
Nodal Charts which can be printed on acetate for overhead projection.
API Chart Data Service contact details:
P,o.Box29, Upton, Winal cH493BG, r.llewellyn@btinternet.co. Tel:0151-606-8551

API Books - Jeremy cooper
E-Mail : crystalmountain@tiscali.co.uk
Tel: 01539-536420

Ifyoudonothavedetailsofnewandsecondhandbooks,booklets,tapes,CD'setc., contactJeremyforacurrentcatalogue.

If you have any books on astrology or related subjects, which you no longer require, API Books would be grateful to receive
them . If you don't live within easy travelling distance from Jeremy please contact Jane Brooks to see who might live near you
and who will be travelling to 'Face to Face'. Your contributions would be really appreciated, Jane's contact details are on Page 2.

Ir'YOU'D LIKI TO IIELP WITH A RESAARCH PROJACT. READ ON!!
The Investigators
The Investigators are a grcup of astrologers based in West Hartford, Connecticut, USA, at the headquarters of Astrological
Institute of Research (AIR). With the aid of AIR Software's research package, they formulate hlpotheses and gather and analyse
data to determine the statistical validiff of certain tenets astrologers hold, The technology available today allows the processing
of thousands of charts and the mechanical analysis of millions of pieces of data in order to scrutinize long held astrological
concepts and determine ifthose concepts hold up to statistical standards.

The Investigators are curently working on ssveral projects. One is career indicators - what astrological configurations might
suggest a future engineer, a future actor, or a future teacher? Do most politicians share certain chart themes? They have been
collecting data on maniages since their inception (May 22,2002,1:17:26 PM, West Hartford, CT). Past projects include left
handedness. One of our members has collected data on rveather and has found amazing statistical significance related to rainfall.

The Investigators are a small group righl now. They have been working together for just over a year, developing and refining
their process, learning and studying. They anticipate publishing their initial findings over the next few months. They invite you

to visit them at their home on the World Wide Web and read brief summaries of their work at http://www.astroinvestigators.
com/. The Investigators are: Jalet Booth, Debbie Corkindale, fum Lathrop, Alphee Lavoie, Denis Picard, and Peter Standaart.

Cflfltun'Wlffir,m:rmnm
If you have any contributions, such as letters, comments or articles for inclusion in Conjunction we wouldbe
happy to receive them, though cafirct guarantee they will be published since space is always limited. If you send a porfait photo

of yourself this can add interest and we will include it if appropriate. If you can e-mail a picture (address on page 2), gleat,

otherwise please send original and we will scan and return this to you. Thanks!.

API (UK) does not necessarily endorse the views expressed in any afiicle included in 'Conjunction'.
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